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Introduction

The Space Shuttle solid rocket motor (SRM) con-

sists of 11 separate weld-free steel segments (cylindri-

cal shells) approximately 12 ft in diameter. Adjoin-

ing case segments are mechanically assembled using

tang-clevis joints, with each joint having 180 steel

pins around its circumference (fig. 1). An inves-

tigation by an independent Presidential commit-
tee determined that the loss of the Space Shuttle

Challenger (flight. 5 l-L) was most likely due to failure

of the ()-ring seals in the aft field joint (ref. 1). Af-

ter the accident, NASA initiated the Advanced Solid

I{ocket Motor Program with the objective of devising

new and innovative ways to join solid rocket motor

case segments, which might be used to upgrade the

current system.
This paper describes a bolted joint concept that

provides an alternate method for joining SRM case

segments. This concept uses a static face seal be-

tween two opposing flanges to prevent hot gas leak-

age and redirects internal forces around the bolts to

reduce gap opening moments. A design requirement

for the bolted joint concept is that no gap exist be-

tween the two flanges at the O-ring location during

firing of the SRM. One objective of this study is to

characterize parametrically the structural behavior

of a bolted joint and to quantify' the influence of the

various design parameters on joint structural perfor-

mance and mass. A second objective is to exam-

ine ways of reducing high stresses identified in refer-

ences 2, 3, 4, and 5. A third objective is to determine

a set of design parameters which (1) meets the design

requirement of keeping the joint closed at the O-ring

locations at all times and (2) limits the joint mass to

a mininmm practical value.

Bolted Joint Concept

The proposed concept, shown in figure 2, is simi-

lar in appearance to the bolted flange joints used in

industry to connect pipes. The joint uses studs and

nuts to hold two opposing flanges together and to

seat (that is, compress) the two polymeric O-rings.
The studs are recessed into alcoves that are machined

(or forged) into the shell wall, and bearing plates are
used to transfer the compressive loads from the nuts

into the flanges. A shear lip helps align case seg-

ments during assembly. Gussets between the alcoves

provide a path to transfer the axial load from the

shell wall into the flanges between the bolts. The

materials and associated properties for the various

joint components are summarized in table I.

Industry practice for pressure vessel design is to

use very thick flanges that have sufficient bending

stiffness to prevent any deflection (or gaps) from

o_ curring at the O-ring locations under applied in-

ternal pressure loading. The resulting designs are, in

g_ neral, too heavy for aerospace applications. Rather

tt an depend on flange thickness to prevent, deflec-
tiros at the O-rings, the present concept redirects

p_essure-induced internal forces in the shell wall to

kcep the SRM joint closed and the O-rings sealed, as
st,own in figure 3. Because of its high hoop stiffness,

tie flange undergoes less radial displacement than

d,,es the shell wall away from the joint. This differ-

e1 tim displacement creates a moinent on the flange
w_fich tends to lift the inner part of the joint and

el large the gap at the O-rings.

Figure 3 illustrates the results of offsetting the

st _ld centerline with respect to the center of the shell

(rmtor case) wall. This offset, referred to as eccen-
tr :city, is positive when the stud centerline is radially
o_tside the shell wall centerline. The dashed lines

r_ present deflection of the flange faces caused by the

b,_oster internal pressure loading components. The

r_dial pressure component, on the shell wall always

mts to open the flange faces at the inside of the joint

(_ :here the O-rings are located) no matter what value
ol eccentricity is chosen. Negative eccentricity, how-

e_ er, can be used to transfer the pressure-induced ax-

ial load from the shell wall into the gussets between

it e bolts, t.hus reducing the opening moment. When

sl fficient negative eccentricity is chosen, the moment

al,out the stud closes the joint at the O-rings.

The structural behavior and mass of the bolted

jc mt concept are directly related to values chosen for

tte major design variables. The particular variables

stadied herein are (1) the number and size of the

st uds used, (2) eccentricity, (3) use of a bearing plate,

(_) gusset thickness, and (5) flange thickness.

The stud diameter has a major impact on joint

n: ass because minimum flange width is dictated by
tte size of the associated nut. Widening the flange

a, tds mass and increases the structural hoop stiffness

a, the joint, resulting in larger joint opening at the

C-rings. Thus, it is desirable to use the smallest prac-
ti :al stud size in the design. If stud size is too small,

h _wever, the number of studs required to carry the

lead increases to the point where the gusset thick-

n 'ss ',.s too small for adequate load transfer. On the

o' her hand, if too few studs are used, the axial load

c_n cause gaps to open under the gussets because of

e::cessive stud spacing. To minimize joint opening,

tl._e number of studs required must be determined in

c_,ncert with the gusset area required to keep gus-

s_ t stresses at an acceptable level. The maximum

p:'etension load for each stud was 70 percent of the
st _1(t ultimate strength, which is consistent, with the

sl,ecified design factor of safety of 1.4.



Gussetthicknessdependsnotonlyonthenumber
of studsused,but alsoonwhetherabearingplateis
used.Figure4 showsthe relationshipbetweengus-
set thicknessand nut sizefor both the unmodified
flangeandthebearing-plateconceptsandillustrates
oneadvantageof usinga bearingplate.Thebearing
plateactsasaform-fittedwasher,allowingasmaller
clearancebetweenthenut andthegusset(seefig.4
insets).Thus,for a givennumberof studs,a bolted
joint incorporatinga bearingplatecan have thicker

gussets (resulting in reduced gusset axial stress) than

an unmodified design. A second advantage of a bear-

ing plate is that, for a given total flange thickness, a

bearing-plate/flange combination has less hoop stiff-
ness than a solid flange. Reduced hoop stiffness

is beneficial because it helps close the joint in the

vicinity of the O-rings.

Finite-Element Model Description

The finite-element analysis is used to determine

the behavior of the bolted joint as some of the
major design parameters are varied, to arrive at the

combination of design parameters that gives the best

performance for the minimum structural mass.

Because the joint geometry repeats at each stud
location around the circumference of the booster,

only a representative sector of the joint and shell

wall (from the eenterline of a stud to the center of

an adjacent gusset) had to be modeled. In addition,

a plane of symmetry was assumed at the interface
between two case segments so that only the top

(or bottom) half of a joint had to be analyzed.
Finally, analytical results given in reference 6 for

the SRM show that the stress field is essentially

uniform beyond 18 in. from any location where the

shell stiffness changes (at a joint, for example). Thus,

the joint model included only the first 22 in. in length

from the case segment interface.

To simulate the contact problem between two

joint halves and to predict the general three-

dimensional stress state throughout the joint and
shell, three-dimensional elastic finite elements were

used in the analysis. The structural analysis code En-

gineering Analysis Language (EAL), used for all anal-

yses, has three-dimensional elements that are based

on the assumed-stress hybrid formulation (ref. 7).

The contact problem between two joint faces was

modeled using a gap-contact element described in ref-

erence 8 and required nonlinear analysis capability.
Two levels of finite-element models were used

in the study. For the large number of parametric

studies performed in the beginning, a joint model

with a coarse mesh was used to study a large number

of effects without incurring a large computational

expense. After major design parameters were fixed,

a refined mesh model of the joint was developed.
The refined model included details such as the two

O-ring grooves and the shear lip and could be used to

represent both joint halves: the O-ring side including

the shear lip, and the opposing flat side without

grooves.

Model Assembly

The coarse finite-element model, shown in fig-

ure 5, consisted of either two or three separate com-

ponents: the flange/gusset/shell, the stud/nut, and

the bearing plate. Complete structural models of

the joint were made by assembling the required com-

ponents with gap-contact eleinents (having infinite

stiffness in compression and zero stiffness in tension)

and zero-length rigid elements. When a bearing plate
was included in the model, the contact elements were

used to connect nodes on the bottom of the bearing

plate to coincident nodes on the top of the flange.

The stud/nut component was attached either to

the top of the flange or, when a bearing plate was
present, to the top of the bearing plate. In either

case, the bottom of the nut remained in contact

with the top of the flange or bearing plate under

all loading conditions, and thus zero-length rigid

elements were used in this region of the model.

Contact elements were used, however, between the

stud and the sides of the stud hole in the flange to

model any contact that might occur. The contact
elements in this region allow 0.005 in. of relative

closure (equal to the tolerance between the stud and

the hole) between adjacent nodes on the stud and
flange before becoming rigid. Contact between the

stud and flange would require severe flange bending,

something that never occurred in the present study.

Boundary Conditions

Assuming circumferential periodicity allowed re-

duction of the joint model to an approximately 1°

(180 ° divided by the number of studs) sector of the
motor case. The boundary conditions required con-

straining the circumferential degree of freedom at

each node on the two constant-theta planes as shown

in figure 6, but allowed radial (R) and longitudinal

(Z) displacements. Because the joint was a wedge,

any movement in the radial direction would result in

circumferential boundary forces on the two constant-

theta planes and, thus, no radial constraints were re-

quired for the model. Assuming symmetry at the

interface of two SRM segments required that all
nodes at the bottom of the stud be constrained in the

Z-direction. For the flange bottom, no constraints

were required in the Z-direction because the con-
tact elements assured that these nodes would not

penetrate the Z-symmetry plane.



Applied Loading

The clamping force imparted by the stud/nut

combination to the opposing flanges in the joint was

simulated in the finite-element model by a thermal
prestress in the stud. A negative temperature incre-

ment was applied to the elements making up the stud,
causing the stud to contract in the Z-direction. Be-

cause the nut and stud were modeled as one compo-

nent, this contraction caused the nut to compress the

flange (and bearing plate, when present) and preload

the joint. The temperature was adjusted so that the
sum of the reactions at the bottom of the stud was

70 percent of the stud ultimate load.

After the stud was preloaded, loads correspond-

ing to the internal booster pressure were applied. A

radial pressure load of 1000 psi was applied to the

inside wall of the booster, as shown in figure 6. The

total axial load, the product of the internal pressure

and the area of the forward dome, is approximately

16.5 million [bf, or 36300 lbf per inch of booster
circumference. The axial load was distributed uni.

formly along the top of the shell wall, as shown in

figure 6. These loading conditions were developed in

reference 8 as a worst case, with the 1000 psi pres-

sure being slightly higher (approximately 2 percent)

than the maximum design pressure.

Because the O-ring grooves were included in the

refined model, an important modification to the pres-

sure load distribution was required. The assumption

was made that, even if no gap existed at the inside

of the joint, pressure could pass to the inside O-ring

(and no farther, as long as the O-ring maintained
a seal). Thus, the pressure loading was assumed to

be distributed along the bottom and inside surfaces

of the shear lip and along the bottom of the flange

to the inner O-ring groove, as shown in figure 7(a).

On the fiat side of the joint, pressure loading was in-

cluded on the bottom of the joint to the point where

the opposing O-ring made contact (see fig. 7(b)).

The polymeric O-rings are compressed when joint
halves are mated during assembly, resulting in a load

of approximately 25 lb/in, per seal acting to open

the joint (see ref. 3). Since the O-ring load is very
small relative to all other applied loads, it was not

included in the analysis.

Joint Structural Performance

As stated in the introduction, one objective was to

design a joint that stays closed throughout pressur-

ization of the SRM. In particular, the area between

the O-rings and the inside of the booster must stay

closed under the applied loadings. Consequently, in

the initial parametric studies, emphasis was placed

on determining the range of design variables that

t taintained closure of the inner part of the joint. Any
1 ,cations of high stress were addressed after values

f Jr the major design variables were chosen.

Displacements and Gaps

Key locations on the flange bottom of the coarse

_nd refined models are shown in figures 8(a) and
t(b), respectively. (The effects of splitting the flange

_nd cutting slots in the flange will be discussed

i_l subsequent paragraphs.) In the coarse model,

locations C1 through C3 were on the inside edge of

1he flange, and locations C4 and C5 were on a line

_pproximately halfway between the two O-rings. In

_he refined model, locations R1 and R2 were on the

inside edge of the shear lip, while R3 and R4, and

i!_5 and R6 were on the inside edges of the inner and

,_uter O-ring grooves, respectively. Gap locations

were identical for the O-ring and flat halves of the

.ioint. In the analysis, the displacements given by the

!;up-contact elements on the flange bottom were the

tistance between the flange and the symmetry plane,

:hat is, half the total gap between two opposing

lunges. The total gap value is given throughout this

"eport.

Coarse model. In figure 9, gaps at three locations

::m the flange bottom are shown as stud eccentric-

_ty is varied for the coarse model with the follow-

mg properties: 170 llh6-in-diameter studs, 1-in-thick

flange, and stud preload of 70 percent of ultimate

load (Fu]t). The gaps on the inside of the joint (C1

and C3) decrease dramatically as the stud centerline

moves radially inward, with the gap under the gusset

center (C3) decreasing from 9.07 mils for zero eccen-

tricity, to 0.34 mil at an eccentricity of -0.5 in. At

the approximate O-ring location (C5), the gap is only
0.12 mil for an eccentricity of -0.5 in. For a basis of

comparison and a practical limit on defining a zero

gap, the typical surface texture design requirement
for machined mating surfaces (static) is 0.125 rail

(see ref. 9). The change in joint mass associated
with moving the stud was found to be 8.0 Ibm per

0.1 in. of eccentricity. The sensitivity of gap opening,
taken with the associated small mass penalty, indi-

cates that stud eccentricity is an efficient parameter

for designing bolted joints that remain closed under

internal pressure loading.
The contact region of the flange bottom is shown

for eccentricities of 0 and -0.5 in. in figures 10(a)

and 10(b), respectively. As the stud centerline was
moved radially inward, the contact region between

two opposing flanges moved from the outer to the

inner part of the joint. The gap (0.34 mil) at loca-

tion C3 in figure 10(b) is due to the Poisson effect

caused by initially prestressing the stud and com-

pressing the flange. This Poisson effect is illustrated



in tableII, wherethe gapat locationsC2,C3, and
C5 is shown to decrease when the stud preload is

decreased while the SRM is pressurized to 1000 psi.

A simple way to reduce the flange hoop stiffness

is to cut, or split, the flange outboard of the stud

along the radial plane through the stud centerline, as

shown in figure 8(a). In the finite-element model, this
effect was achieved by removing the circumferential
constraints on the nodes in the indicated location.

Figure 11, which shows the radial displacement of the

nodes on the inside wall (as indicated by the heavy

line) of the model from the flange bottom to the top
of the shell, illustrates that splitting the flange allows

the flange radial displacement to approximate more

closely the shell far-field displacement.

Figure 9 illustrates the effect of splitting the

flange. The gap at location C3 was reduced to less
than 0.5 mil at an eccentricity of -0.2 in. It is shown

in figure 9 that a gap this small was not achieved

with a solid flange until stud eccentricity reached

a value of -0.5 in. However, splitting the flange

reduces the bending stiffness as well as the hoop

stiffness, resulting in larger gaps on the outer part

of the joint (6.56 mils versus 4.56 mils for location

C7 at an eccentricity of -0.5 in., for example). Since

gaps outside the seal locations of the joint are not
critical, small displacements along the outside edge

appear acceptable.

For a given total thickness, a flange/bearing-plate
combination has less bending and hoop stiffness than

a solid flange, with the stiffness reductions being a

function of the ratio of bearing-plate thickness to

total thickness. In table II, gaps for a joint with a

solid 1-in-thick flange are shown in comparison with

gaps for joints with flange thicknesses of 3/4 in., 1 in.,

and 11/4 in., all with a 1/4-in-thick bearing plate.

All 4 joint configurations have 170 ll/16-in-diameter

studs, eccentricity of -0.5 in., and a stud preload of

0.7Fult.

For the flange/bearing-plate combination model,

gaps on the inner part of the joint (locations C2-

C5) are smaller than corresponding gaps for the solid

flange of the same thickness (1 in. total) because
of the reduced hoop stiffness of the joint. Con-

versely, gaps on the outer part of the joint (loca-

tion C7) are larger because of reduced bending stiff-
ness. The results in table II are consistent with the

radial displacements shown in figure 11, in that the

flange/bearing-plate model results fall between the

solid flange and the split flange data.

When a flange/bearing-plate combination with a

thickness ratio of 1 in./0.25 in. and a solid flange

(1 in. thick) were considered, gaps on the inner part

of the joint were approximately 30 percent larger

in the flange/bearing-plate model than in the solid

4

flange model. This occurred because the gusset in the

flange/bearing-plate model was 0.633 in. wide, com-

pared with only 0.483 in. in the solid flange model.

The increased gusset width in the flange/bearing-

plate model provided greater hoop stiffness, which

led to larger gaps on the inner part of the joint. Also,

increasing the flange thickness (up to 11/4 in.) did not

reduce the gaps on the inner part of the joint.

In table III, gaps at the inner part of the joint are
shown for models with 180 1-in-, 170 ll/ls-in -, and
166 ll/l_-in-diameter studs. The results in table III

are for a model with a solid 1-in-thick flange (no

bearing plate), eccentricity of -0.5 in., and a stud

preload of 0.TFul t. The results show that increasing

the number of studs reduced the gaps at the inner

part of the joint. In this design study, 1-inTdiameter
studs were found to be the smallest practical size
when the trade-off between total stud area and total

gusset area was considered. To provide a point of

comparison, however, the design with 170 11/16-in -

diameter studs was analyzed in subsequent studies.

Refined model. The added detail of the refined

model enabled the gaps at the edge of the O-ring
grooves to be determined. Gaps on the O-ring side

of the joint are shown in comparison in table IV for

designs with 170 11/16-in-diameter studs and 180 1-in-

diameter studs, for a flange/bearing-plate thickness

ratio of 0.75-in/0.25-in., an eccentricity of -0.5 in.,

and a stud preload of 0.7Ful t. In general, gaps on the

inner part of the joint were smaller for the design with

180 1-in. studs than for 170 1V16-in. studs, although

both designs showed complete closure at the inside

edge of the inside O-ring groove.
In table V, gaps are shown for various cases of

a joint design that had 180 1-in-diameter studs, a

flange/bearing-plate thickness ratio of 0.75-in/0.25-

in., and a stud preload of 0.7Fu] t. (All table en-
tries referring to slots and alco4ce modifications are

discussed in the section on stresses.) The first two
entries establish the baseline performance of the de-

sign with 180 1-in. studs and show the behavior of

opposing joint halves to be nearly identical. The

results also quantify those design parameters that

prevent gaps at the O-ring location during SRM
pressurization.

Stresses

Allowable stresses in the model, defined by divid-

ing the material tensile ultimate strength by a factor
of 1.4, are listed in table I. The 2:1 biaxial stress

field in the far-field motor case permits a 7.1-percent

increase in allowable stress, giving a value of 153 ksi

for the motor case (unpublished results from Wasatch

Division, Morton Thiokol Inc., 1981). Except where

otherwise noted, all stresses quoted in this report are



elementbulk stresses,whicharecalculatedby aver-
agingtheelementnodalstresses(8cornersof abrick,
6 cornersof a wedge,and4cornersof apyramid).

Locationsin the shell,gusset,or flangewhere
stressesexceed143ksi areshownin figure 12 for
thecoarsemodelwith 170IV16-in-diameterstuds,an
eccentricityof -0.5 in., a flangethicknessof 3/4 in.,
anda bearing-platethicknessof 1/4 in. Calculated
valuesof far-fieldcircumferentialstress,157ksi,and
axial stress,77ksi, are identicalto thoseobtained
with therefinedmodelandcomparewellwithvalues
from reference8 (155ksi and76ksi, respectively).
The far-fieldstressexceedsthe allowablestressby
thesamepercentagethat the1000psipressureload
exceedstheSRMdesignpressure.

High localstressoccurredwherea wedge-shaped
transitionsectionfrom the shellwall to the gusset
intersectedthe gusset(locationA in fig. 12). Be-
causelocalizedfillet detailswerenot includedin the
model,a sharpcornerexistedthere. The highest
stressat thislocationwasa Z = 149 ksi in the unmod-

ified coarse model (155 ksi in the unmodified refined

model as shown in fig. 13). When a slight fillet was

introduced into the model, the maximum stress in

this region dropped to an acceptable value of 134 ksi.

(The fillet was not added to the refined model; how-
ever, lower stresses, on the order of 10 percent, are

expected if the fillet is added.)

Another location of high stress existed at the top

of the alcove where the transition wedge intersected

the shell wall (location B in fig. 12). Once again,

since no material tailoring or filleting had been done

in this region of the model, a sharp corner existed

(also see fig. 14(a)), which resulted in a 0 = 185 ksi in
the element shown. Tailoring the alcove (by remov-

ing material) in the refined model to the geometries
shown in figures 14(b) and 14(c) reduced this stress
to 155 ksi for the intermediate-alcove geometry and

to 149 ksi for the wide-alcove geometry. Reference to
table V shows that the alcove modifications caused

very small gap openings at the O-ring grooves--less
than 0.3 mil for the intermediate alcove and less than

0.4 mil for the wide alcove. However, the alcove mod-
ifications increased the axial stress in the gusset by

8 percent for the intermediate alcove and 14 percent
for the wide alcove. These stress increases would

probably be mitigated by gusset tailoring, which was
not done in these models.

The stress concentration at location C is a conse-

quence of the joint geometry and loading. The flange

(having a very large radius of curvature) acts essen-

tially like a finite-width plate, with a hole, subjected

to a uniaxial tensile load (caused by the circumferen-
tial stress induced by the internal booster pressure)

and thus closely adheres to the classical solution for

str_.ss concentration at the edge of a hole. The largest
ela', tic stress, a 0 = 278 ksi, occurred on the outside

bottom edge of the hole (location Couter in fig. 12) in
the 3/4-in-thick flange design. Although the stresses

quoted at the edge of the hole are significantly above
yield, they are useful because they indicate the stress

coI_centration severity. For comparison, analysis of

the original tang-clevis joint showed a peak elastic

strauss of 249 ksi at the edge of the shear pin holes

(se,_ ref. 8). Treatment of the stress concentration

at ihe edge of the hole requires further analysis, in-

cluding plasticity, fracture mechanics, and life cycle
considerations.

One approach to reducing the stress concentra-

tion at the hole is to increase the flange thickness,

which reduces the average flange stress and, conse-

quently, the local stress. Figure 15 shows that as

flallge thickness was increased from 3/4 in. to 11/4 in.,
the peak element circumferential stress decreased

fm:n 278 ksi to 227 ksi, or only 18 percent. Simi-

lariy, the peak nodal circumferential stress decreased

fro:in 391 ksi to 302 ksi (as a basis of comparison,
the peak nodal circumferential stress from the refined

model of the design with 180 1-in-diameter studs, O-

ring side, is 359 ksi for a 3/4-in-thick flange). At the

same time, the joint mass penalty increased 18 per-

cer_t from 1430 lbm to 1752 Ibm (or 163 Ibm per

1/4 in. of flange thickness). When the increase in

joint mass is considered, increasing flange thickness

to _educe the peak stress at the edge of the hole ap-

pears to be an inefficient way to design a flight weight

joi: it.

If the stress concentration around the hole proves

unacceptable, however, a novel method for reducing

th,_ peak stress exists. If circumferential slots are cut
in the flange tangent to the hole and extended to the

gusset (see fig. 8(b)), the flange no longer behaves

as a plate with a hole, but as two concentric rings

connected by the gussets. This modification largely
eliminates the stress concentration. In this model,

th_ bearing plate takes on increased significance,
be:'ause it must now transfer the nut bearing load

to the inner and outer rings and the middle tab. The

tab of material between the inner and outer rings

has been retained so that the bearing plate does not

sp_n too large a distance and aids in restraining the

mddle of the gusset.

The shaded areas in figure 16 show the locations

at the hole edge of the refined mesh model (at a radial

cuL taken through the stud centerline) with elastic

stlesses greater than yield (180 ksi) for the design

wit, h 180 1-in-diameter studs with a flange/bearing-

plate thickness ratio of 0.75 in/0.25 in. Areas on



the unmodifiedflangeboth inboardand outboard
of the stud wherethe circumferentialelasticstress
componentis greaterthan yield areshownin fig-
ure 16(a). The peakelementelasticstressat the
holeedgeis340ksi. With theslotscut in theflange,
however,only a regionon the bottom of the out-
boardring hasstressesgreaterthanyield, and the
peakstressat the holeedgeis reducedto 223ksi,
asshownin figure16(b). The bottomof the outer
ring still exceedsyieldbecauseof flangebendingin-
ducedbytheaxialloadin thegusset.Whentheouter
flangeringwithslotsisalsocut radially(asdepicted
in fig.8(a)),onlyasmallareaexceedingyieldremains
at theouterO-ringgroove,andthepeakcircumferen-
tial elementstressat theholeedgeis furtherreduced
to 178ksi,asshownin figure16(c).Cuttingtheslots
andtheouterflangeresultsin smallincreasesin gap
openingsat the O-ringgrooves(seeR6 in tableV)
andsmallincreasesingussetaxialstress(seefig.13).

Joint Mass

Any mass added to the SRM, as in joint modifica-

tions, reduces the Shuttle payload capability. An in-

dicator of case joint design efficiency is mass penalty,

defined here as the mass of the case segment with

a joint minus the mass of an equivalent length of

shell without a joint. In figure 17, the mass penalty

is presented for the bolted joint concept with vari-
ous stud sizes and alcove modifications. The mass

penalties of the original tang-clevis design that flew
on mission 51-L and the capture tang redesign, both

calculated from dimensions given in reference 8, are

also shown. The proposed capture tang has a mass

penalty of 932 lbm, which is 180 lbm greater than

the penalty of the original joint.

Figure 17 shows the reduction in mass penalty

obtained by using a larger number of smaller studs

in the bolted joint concept. The data points at
1 in. and 11/16 in. are for the refined model described

herein and in reference 2, with a flange/bearing-plate

thickness ratio of 0.75 in/0.25 in. and an eccentricity
of -0.5 in. The intermediate alcove modification to

the design with 180 1-in-diameter studs, in addition

to lowering the peak stress at the alcove, also removes

mass, and consequently reduces the mass penalty of

the design by 182 lbm to 1096 lbm. The resulting

mass difference between this design and the capture

tang redesign is 164 lbm per joint. For the wide-

alcove design, the mass penalty is further reduced to
1060 lbm.

The designs with 150 ll/s-in-diameter studs

(ref. 4) and 144 lt/4-in-diameter studs (ref. 3) both

have 1-in-thick flanges. The mass penalty for the

design with 135 13h6-in-diameter studs (ref. 5) is

high (1918 lbm) because the optimization procedure

reduced the stress concentration at the edge of the

hole solely by increasing flange thickness, resulting in

a design with a 1.73-in-thick flange.

Conclusions

The structural design of a bolted joint with a

static face seal that can be used to join Space Shut-

tle solid rocket motor (SRM) case segments is pre-
sented. Results from finite-element analyses indicate

that the bolted joint meets the design requirement

of preventing joint opening at the O-ring locations

during SRM pressurization. Results based on a large

number of parametric analyses lead to the following
conclusions:

1. Negative eccentricity between the shell wall
and stud centerlines is an efficient means for prevent-

ing joint opening, requiring a mass penalty increase

of only 8.0 lbm per 0.1 in. of eccentricity.
2. The smallest joint opening at the O-ring

locations and the minimum joint mass penalty are

achieved by using the smallest practical (as dictated

by gusset axial stress) stud size.
3. Increasing flange thickness above the minimum

required to safely carry the joint hoop stress increases

the mass penalty without significantly reducing joint

opening at the O-ring locations.

4. Localized material tailoring can significantly

reduce peak stresses in the gusset and alcove regions

of the joint.
5. Because of the substantial mass penalty in-

volved, increasing the flange thickness is an ineffi-

cient method of reducing the stress concentration at
the hole.

6. Cutting circumferential slots in the flange

eliminates the stress concentration at the stud holes,

greatly reducing the maximum circumferential flange
stress.

7. A final design recommended for further de-

velopment has the following parameters: 180 1-in-
diameter studs, eccentricity of -0.5 in., flange thick-

ness of 0.75 in., bearing-plate thickness of 0.25 in.,

studs prestressed to 70 percent of ultimate strength,
and the intermediate alcove. The resulting design has

a mass penalty of 1096 lbm, which is 164 lbm greater

than the currently proposed capture tang redesign.

NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23665-5225
September 19, 1988
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Table I. Material Properties

Material ............

Tensile ultimate stress, psi ....

Tensile yield stress, psi .....

Allowable stress, psi .......

Young's modulus, psi ......

Nut and

bearing plate Stud Shell wall
Inconel 718

265 000

215 000

189 000

29.7 × 106

MP 35N

273000

263000

195 000

35.9 × 106

D6AC

200000

180000

143 000

30.0 × 106

Table II. Gap Magnitudes for Several Flange Thicknesses and Stud Preloads

[170 llh_-in, studs, eccentricity of-0.5 in., coarse model]

Flange characteristics

Solid flange,
1 in. thick

3/4-in-thick flange,

Stud

preload,

percent
70

65

60

70

1/4-in. bearing plate

1-in-thick flange,
1/4-in. bearing plate

U/4-in-thick flange,

1/4-in. bearing plate

7O

7O

C1

0

0

0

0

Gap, mils, at location--

C2 C3

0.28 0.34

.20 .26

.06 .15

0 0

.37 .44

.43 .55

C4 C5

0 0.12

0 .11

0 .07

0 .18

0 .16

0 .10

C6

0

0

.42

0

0

0

C7

4.56

5.03

5.81

8.89

4.01

1.79

Table III. Gap Magnitudes for 180-, 170-, and 166-Stud Designs

[1-in-thick flange, eccentricity of -0.5 in., coarse model]

Number and

size of studs

180 1-in. studs

170 1V16-in. studs

166 11/16-in. studs

C1

0

0

0

Gap, mils, at location--

C2 C3

0.80 0.16

.28 .34

.35 .38

C4 C5 C6

0 0.03 0

0 .12 0

0 .19 0

C7

5.03

4.56

5.27



TableIV. GapMagnitudesfor 170-and 180-StudDesigns

[3/4-in.flange,1/4-in.bearingplate,ecce'ltricityof -0.5 in., O-ringside]

Jointdesign
1801-in.studs

170llh6-in, studs

R1

.O8

R2
0.05

.17

Gap mils,at location--
R3 R4 R5 R6 R7
0 0 0 0.17 0

0 0 0 .24 0

R8
8.28

9.18

TableV. GapMagnitudesfor DesignWith 1801-in.StudsWith VariousFlangeModifications

[3/,-in.flange,1/4-in. bearing plate, eccentricity of -0.5 in.] ,

Flange
characteristics R1

O-ring side 0

Flat side 0

O-ring side (with slots) .03

Flat side (with slots) .02

O-ring side (with slots 0

and split flange)

Flat side (with slots 0

and split flange)

O-ring side (intermediate .06

alcove)

O-ring side (wide alcove) .14

G p, mils, at location--

R2 R3 R4

0.05 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

.21 0 .09

.36 0 .24

R5 R6 R7 R8

0 0.17 0 8.28

0 .24 0 8.23

0 .15 .88 11.08

0 .38 .84 11.01

0 .04 .05 15.72

0 .55 .02 15.37

0 .28 0 7.74

0 .36 0 7.50
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I
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51-L design X !
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Capture tang redesign

Figure 1. Tang-clevis joints for connecting solid rocket motor case segments.
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 0479n
J

3/4 in.

---_--- 72.57 in. R_-_

Shear lip

O-ring grooves

r_
v 4

mj 4
n_ '1

4
Alcove

2"
Stud

Nut

Bearing plate

Flanges

Gusset thickness
J

Alcove-to-shell wall
transition region

Shell wall

Figure 2. Bolted j,_int concept.

Flange deflection shape
e=3 e.=-e

1

Gusset

(a) Joint opening due to radial loading.

e=-e2(-e2<-e 1)

(b) Joint opening due to axial loading.

Figure 3. Effect of stud centerline eccent_ icity, e, on joint opening behavior.
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(a) Without bearing plate. (b) With bearing plate.

Figure 4. Effect of bearing plate on gusset thickness.
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A

J

earing plate

... Stud/nut

Figure 5. Finite-element subeomponent models (coarse mesh shown).
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/
#

#

Internal pressure • /
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In. _ _//

 liil
_ _ _._._

R // _/j,//

.

= 36,3OO Ibf
per inch circumference

S Gusset

E_ Thermal load applied to stud

I_i_ Gap elements between flange bottom
and symmetry plane

Symmetry plane (Z = 0)

e = 0° plane

Figure 6. Finite-element model boundary conditions and applied loadings.
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Internal pressure
= 1000 psi

Internal pressure
= 1000 psi

(a) O-ring side.

Figure 7. Refined finite-element model.

(b) Flat side.

[[ ""
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A/A

I

, i

i_ /!.,

I i
I i

iZ 0
T ,, Iconstraintsl 'l
//_ _ IremovedI I
I/ C3,i. ,-,_ J ,

D /_'_._k.IO I I

Approximate ]

O-ring location ._1 C6

- Slots cut

in flange

R21 i4 R6

O-ring grooves

(a) Coarse model. (b) Refined model, O-ring side.

Figure 8. Gap locations on flange bottom.

R8
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symbol-solid flange /-_.008
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_ --r.006

.004

..002
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Eccentricity, in.

Gap, in.

Figure 9. Gap magnitude on flange bot, om as a function of stud eccentricity.

I_f/7"/J Opposing flanges in contact

C3

C1

C7 C3 C7

C6 C1 C6

(a) No eccentricity. (b) -0.5 in. eccentricity.

Figure 10. Approximate contact region on flange boltom for two values of stud eccentricity (coarse model).

(Internal pressure = I000 psi.)
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Figure 11. Radial displacement increases caused by flange hoop-stiffness reductions.

J
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Far field:

= 157 ksi
0

_Z = 77 ksi

R

B
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C

A

Figure 12. Stress concei:tration locations.
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eZ stress, ksi

200

150

100

50

FA - fillet added
IA - intermediate alcove

SF - split flange

FA U U

TS - two slots
U - unmodified

WA - wide alcove

TS TS,SF IA WA

I_ Coarse model, 170 11/16- inch-diameter studs

Refined model, 180 1-inch-diameter studs, O-ring side

Figure 13. Variations in gusset axial stress with model modifications. Both models have 3/4-in-thick flanges,
1/4-in-thick bearing plates, and eccentricity of -0.5 in.

c = 185 ksi
0

Z _0

B

\

A

= 155 ksi B I _e= 149 ksi

o \\

m_

A
_m

_

i

\

A

7

(a) Original alcove. (b) Intermediate alcove. (c) Wide alcove.

Figure 14. Alcove tailoring (material removal) schemes (radial view). A denotes peak stress location at

gusset/wedge intersection. B denotes peak stress location at top of alcove.
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Circumferential
stress, ksi

400

3O0

2OO

IO0

z_ 2000

,_1 1500

- 1000

- 500
[] Peak nodal stress
0 Peak elem_;nt stress

A Masspenaty

----,,b i I
3/4 10 11/4

Flange thickness, in.

Joint mass

penalty, Ibm

Figure 15. Maximum tensile stress at hole _dge as a function of flange thickness.
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(a) Unmodified flange.
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Elastic hoop stress
greater than yield
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Maximum element co = 223 ksi -

(b) Two slots in flange.

Boltq \

'-- Maximum element co = 178 ksi

(c) Two slots, split flange.

Figure 16. Regic)ns near hole edge with elastic hoop stress above yield.

through 0 :- 0 plane.)
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1500

Mass penalty, Ibm 1000

5OO

0

(>
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Intermediate alcove
Wide alcove

I I I I I

1 1 1/16 1 1/8 1 3/16 1 1/4

O Reference 2
[] Reference 3
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• Present study

Capture tang redesign

-- 51-L design
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Figure 17. Mass penalty per joint for wirious case segment joint designs.
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